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Story 1-Step Away 

 

I was only a few steps behind her. 
 

But then, her footsteps quickened with a pace I knew I would never catch up with. There she 

quivered, wrapped delicately within the fold of smoky haze, darkness and light. It was as if she had 

changed only too much, the wrath of time seeming to have come against her. 
 

The clothes that enveloped her were of an indistinguishably faded colour. A plastic bag filled 

with groceries were held in hand, a supporting cane in the other, wobbling unstably as she went by. 

Her fragile back protruded from her figure, strands of grey hair brushing its horizon occasionally. 

Wrinkles of time were woven onto her pale cheek, and the smile that once always beamed had long 

faded. 
 

What happened to that youthful vibe, pumped through veins that glowed from her very skin? 

What happened to that radiating beauty, the imprint that once swore it would never leave her? What 

happened to the hope in her soul, the one that was willing to believe that the future was possible, that 

everything was possible? 
 

Did I still recognise the young girl I once swore to love forever? 
 

Yet those soulful eyes still flashed with life, scrutinising the surroundings. I could follow her 

thoughts, bouncing from the little swirls of gritty dust on the pavement to the sky above. It was the 

way she observed the smoky buildings and their skin peeling with age, the way she could appreciate 

every window hanging above dauntingly, no matter whether they were broken or untouched, the way 

she could almost reach for the fiftieth floor with her eager fingertips, reaching for the sky full of 

possibilities, grasping the future… And she belonged there, I always knew. It was simply how her 

silhouette blended in with the shadows, the glass stains that hung above never shattering the tiny 

smile in her innocent voice when she spoke of the world, and she seemed so beautifully vulnerable 

amid the dull streets as it enclosed her in darkness. The strength inside her that made her boldly frail, 

I could never leave her behind. 
 

She was so different, but deep down she remained unchanged. 
 

Or was it just me? 
 

No, it was just Hong Kong. It was the way the streets, despite their modern advancement, still 

carried trampled marks from ages ago; the way the bustling streets were jammed pack with signs of 

life, and tugged restlessly on your ends when you refused to join in the crowd; it was the way ordinary 

people never ceased to stop changing, and they continued to change the world, in their own special 

way. It was what she always loved about Hong Kong, but that I never understood. These signs were 

unrecognisable now, perhaps. But maybe deep down, it was just like her, unchanged at heart. Maybe 

that was Hong Kong, underneath its skin. 
 

Me? Alas, I had never changed. I was barely more than a ghost, after all, devoid of human 

experiences. Yet, I wanted nothing more than to breathe with her, to embrace her warmth, to reach 

out and capture her in my grasp and never let go. 
 

Suddenly, snapping out of her daze, her footsteps regained the same quietly proud rhythm 

upon the pavement. I followed her relentlessly, down dodgy alleys and into a dingy building. 



 
The first sight that greeted us was a suffocating box, with suspicious buttons and an air of 

claustrophobia. Still, I went along obediently, unable to stop glancing at the rusting metal, the 

distorted mirrors and its shabby condition. 
 

Down the corridor we went, until we arrived at a jail-like metal door. It was exactly the way I 

imagined it, cluttered and piled with every possible household item, the checked floor having lost a bit 

of its vibrant impression. A fridge here, a fan there, and several dangerous positions were left 

unbothered. Some things did change after all, how neatness grew into a lazy, forgotten clump. 
 

At the centre of it all though, there was something more precious than anything. And as her 

fingertips skimmed its decaying frame, we both sighed. A photo of youth, capturing the essence of love. 
A beautiful girl, wrapped in her favourite scarf. A handsome boy, wrapping his arms around the 

picture itself. And it seemed as if it were just yesterday. 

 
But now, she needed to get out. I needed to get out. There were too many memories 

suffocating us; this home no longer felt warm. 
 

Out the door, down the corridor, into the lift, out through the entrance. 
 

Breathe. 
 

Finally, the outside world came into view. We both wandered for a few steps into the 

neighbourhood park, catching a breath of air. All was tranquil, as we could shut the world out. Both 

with our eyes closed, we sat at two opposite ends of a bench. 

 

Unexpectedly, she rose out of her seat, strolling into the sunlight. Underneath the sunlight 

however, I saw a surprise. There was the girl I remembered, the girl with the purest smile, her cheeks 

pale with blush, youth dancing in her eyes. Her skin was smooth, absent of any sign of time, giving off 

a sweet inviting scent. Her eyes closed, she seemed deep in thought, until they flashed open with what 

seemed like realisation. 
 

With a turn of her head, her eyes passed through me. It was almost as if she could see me. It 

was almost as if she knew. As if she could reach her fingertips out to catch me, to claim me- 
 

Then, I saw it happen, when her breaths became heavy. All it took was five seconds. Five 

seconds that lasted forever, and a distance I was doomed to never cross in the duration, as she 

slipped a little further away every millisecond. Five, four, three, two. 
 

One. 
 

It began with her lungs. It started shouting, unsatisfied with the supply of air, its demanding 

tantrum causing her whole body to shudder with tension. 
 

She collapsed to the floor. Her breaths were heavy, desperate, like empty bullet shots echoing 

through the deafening silence. Rage burned my lungs, tearing it apart with guilt as I could do nothing, 

even as I attempted feebly to claw through the space between. More shrills pierced the air 

unexpectedly, the desperate gasps for air faltering every now and then from her crumpled body, 

unsure of whether it could cling onto life. 
 

I felt my own body gravitate to the floor.  I was weak; I was helpless. Not for myself, but for 

her. I needed to save her.  
 



But with my ghostly figure laid vulnerably on the floor, what use was I? 
 

“Uncle, are you alright?” An unfamiliar figure wandered into my thoughts, stumbling upon 

me with his deep Cantonese-accented voice. 
 

How did he see me? No, I was but a ghost. He needed to see her instead, her dying on the 

floor, helpless and lifeless! 
 

Help her, I mouthed. Help her, I gestured. Help her, please. 
 

Please. 
 

Instead, the burly man lifted me up deftly and laid me gently onto the floor. An anxious 

expression crossed his face, scrawled with uncertainty as he fished out a funny rectangular device. 

Attacking it brutally with pressure from his fingers, he held it to his ear as if it were the most obvious 

thing to do. 
 

Distant sirens alarmed my senses. Finally, help arrived! My thoughts screamed with 

bittersweet relief. But not for me, please. Do it for her. 
 

Inhale, exhale. Survive. 
 

Then, the concoction of sounds muffled my hearing; the screeching tires closing in nearby, 

the vigorous banging of doors, along with several violent murmurs accompanied by the presence of 

company. With closed eyes, I could even make out a faint whisper in the distance. 
 

“He’s dying.” 
 

Was I? 
 

“His wife passed away twenty years ago. He’s been a little delusional since.” 
 

No. 
 

“It was similar to this, an asthma attack. He saw her go just like that, and he’s been a zombie 

since. We all wondered when he would be normal again. Never, I guess...” 

 
She’s gone? 

 
“It’s funny what life does to people, huh?” 

 
She was gone. I turned my head to glance at the blurred figure, the girl who had always been 

mine, the aged woman who was unrecognisable at first…  
 

Instead, there was emptiness. Emptiness, like the void that was opening up dark pits in my 

soul. Emptiness, like its friend darkness, come to rob me. Emptiness, like the space between us. 
 

I was dying. 

 
Death was here, kneeling against my lungs to rob me of air. Death was here, flaunting 

dangerously in my eyes to rob me of sight. Death was here, and there was no escaping it. 
 



But instead, I felt relief cleanse my soul. I knew that it was all I wanted. To see her, stay and 

forever belong with her. 
 

I opened my eyes, to let them absorb the sight of the sky above. The one that I once spent 

many dawns chasing, for the future and past. The one that I could now finally extend my grasp to, to 

reach the clouds with my own delicate fingertips. Despite the way it curled out of sight, tucked away 

in the folds of skyscrapers, it would always offer endless possibilities. This was Hong Kong, where we 

were fixed into the stars of fate. 
 

If it wasn’t too late, we would fill in the gaps, for every moment we lost together. After all... 
 

I was only a few steps behind her. 
 
 

 


